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what is  facebook activism?

Slacktivism: “The internet has made “activism” as easy and non-
committal as clicking a mouse button” (Nationalpost.com)

Anti-Facebook: “Facebook, stop invading my privacy”, Web 2.0 
suicide machine, privacy enhancing scripts (New media studies)

Social networking: “Facebook and other technologies are just 
tools to reach out to them [the real social networks, lvdv].” (Advocates for 
Science & Technology for the People)
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“Facebook isn’t designed for activism”

“The services may be free, but they have not 
been designed to suit your needs as an activist 
organizer.  This means you will find that the 
site's functionality does not always match what 
you need. You will have to stretch what is there 
in order to be effective.” Dan Schulz, Digiactive.org (2008)

survey Digiactive.org
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research question.

What kind of  activism does Facebook enable?

Which issues do well on Facebook?

What kind of  language or practices do they exhibit?

What kind of  action is advocated?
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Stance language
Facebook-specific ways of  phrasing? Instead of  issue terms.

Investigate ‘stance’ keywords in page and group titles:
Google Scraper: intitle:support site:facebook.com/group

“anti ” OR “anti-”  |  against  |  stop  |  protest  |  opposition  |  
oppose  | resistance  |  resist  |  halt  |  refuse  |  “object to”  |  
objection  |  “pro ” OR “pro-”  |  support  |  help

locate activism
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Research material:

Google scraper results for the top 100 groups 
for “anti”, “pro”, “stop”, and “support” in the 
title. 

Query the top 35 for member count with “of  * 
members”, to see which groups are the 
biggest.

Note: remove artifacts!

zoom in
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copy paste decoding

To what or to whom is the group 
directed? 

Actor position

Title/ info keywords
following anti, pro, etc

What kind of  category does the 
group submit itself  to? 

Facebook behaviour

The group’s category in response to 
Facebook’s settings

What kind of  category can we 
assign to the group? 

Infra-language

Intuitively composed, based on 
keywords (what is the group 
‘about’)

What kind of  engagement or action 
format does the group suggest? 
Issue language

The group’s explanation of  how to 
‘stop’, ‘support’

Question Data
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What do groups want (users) to do? ‘How’ to 
stop/support?

 join, sign, pray, raise awareness, extend 
network, etc.

Collated into overlapping action formats 

Emerging issue language from the actors’ own 
words.

action formats
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calls for action

Overall, tending towards lightweight engagement and network spread 
features of  Facebook (learn, join, awareness)

Anti: more action oriented, position of  protest

Pro: awareness, spreading

Stop: joining & petitions – specific protests, short term, explicit need 
for names on paper

Support: solidarity, letter writing
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stretching facebook?

First step towards a different analysis: don’t apply a predefined 
notion of  activism to your objects or compare object with predefined 
“users’ needs”. 

Instead: let’s stay close to the objects’ definitions and it’s own 
language: what do they call for? 

Further research: Bigger samples, interlinking other issue arena’s 
within Facebook, associations with sites external to facebook (ie. 
“pro-life” –site:facebook.com)

Discussion: Streching Facebook? 
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investigating Facebook  activism

Thank you.

Research: Clare Lee, Esther Weltevrede, Lonneke van der Velden

E-mail: L.C.vanderVelden@uva.nl

Wiki: http://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/TrainingProgramProjectFacebook
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